Meals-To-Go Agreement and Guidelines

University Glen Corporation Hospitality Services encourages residents to dine at Islands Café to increase socialization and reduce environmental waste. We recognize that your schedules are full and that you need flexible dining options to meet your nutritional needs. We provide this flexibility in several different ways:

Islands Café provides continuous dining from 7:00AM to 8:00PM Monday through Friday, serving Breakfast from 7:00AM to 10:30AM, Lunch from 10:30AM to 4:00PM and Dinner from 4:00PM to 8:00PM.

The Dining Dollars provided as part of your meal plan may be used at all on-campus retail food operations and at all Town Center operations.

We are offering the Meals-To-Go (MTG) program for those students who are in a hurry, have classes which conflict with a leisurely dining schedule, have class field trips, or just need time alone to study for their classes.

The MTG program is a self-service option consisting of the recommended portions for one entrée (hot or cold), two side dishes, dessert or fruit and a beverage. We are asking for your cooperation with the following guidelines. Your cooperation will support the success of the program so that it may evolve and be adopted for future semesters. We always encourage your feedback for further development of the program to help us best fit students’ needs. Please provide any comments and suggestions to our Executive Chef, Peter Maher, by email at peter.maher@csuci.edu.

The MTG program is not included as part of your Housing License Agreement. Failure to follow any of the following guidelines may result in immediate termination of your MTG privileges. In addition, individuals who violate any other Dining Services guidelines may have their MTG privileges revoked. Recommendations for revocation may be made by any full-time staff member. Final termination of privileges will be made by Peter Maher, Islands Café Executive Chef/Manager. Once your privileges have been revoked, they will not be reinstated.

Meals-To-Go Guidelines
1. Meal plan participants must sign-up with University Glen Corporation hospitality Services Meal Plan Office in advance to participate in the MTG program.
2. This program is LIMITED to meal plan participants and is valid at Islands Café only. Participants must have a valid MTG identification sticker to participate.
3. Individuals participating in the MTG program may not consume any food or beverage in the Islands Cafe facility while participating in the MTG program for that meal period.
4. Individuals have agreed to only use containers that have been provided upon entry and which are issued upon identification at Islands Cafe.

5. Individuals are limited to 15 minutes to obtain their Meal-To-Go. This is assessed from the point of entry to the point of exit by the cashier or designee. Any individual who exceeds the time limit may be assessed for an additional meal. Upon repeated violations, the individual’s MTG program will be suspended.

6. All MTG containers will be inspected for compliance with recommended portions. MTG containers specify “one entrée- approximately 4-5 oz (hot or cold), two side dishes (approximately 4 oz each), dessert or a piece of fruit and a beverage of your choice.” Appropriate disposable silverware, napkins, and condiments are also acceptable.

7. By signing up for this program, you are agreeing the foods taken in the MTG program are limited to your personal consumption. These meals are not meant to provide food for other individuals. THIS PROGRAM IN NOT TRANSFERABLE.

8. All individuals participating in this program agree to handle ‘take-out’ foods properly.
   a. Hot foods must be maintained at 140 degrees or greater (limit 2 hours).
   b. Cold foods must be maintained at 40 degrees or lower (limit 1 day).
   Foods taken in the MTG program must be consumed within 1 (one) hour when outside these temperature zones or held at the appropriate hot/cold holding temperatures and consumed within the guidelines. Any individuals participating in this program will agree to adhere by the above guidelines.